The Oikogrip ® sticker provides protection against abrasions and
scratches on indoor sports ﬂoors, ensuring maximum non-slip
stability for the athletes. It is ideal for the branding and
personalisation of your own sport court thanks to its reliability and
easiness of removal without risk for the surface.
The Non-slip sticker is a product designed and created by Oiko
thanks to the consolidated experience reached in over 20 years of
national and international basketball events management, and
primarly, as Event Provider of FIBA. In 2004 OIKO is the ofﬁcial
supplier of court stickers in all international basketball
competitions. In the last Olympic Games, in London 2012, Oiko
supplied the stickers for the all the ofﬁcial Arenas. Oikogrip ®
sticker relies on the Swiss company Helvetia insurance coverage.
In 2022 Oiko developed the webapp Keepup to monitor step
by-step the entire life cycle of Noslip sticker.
A useful tool, available to all customers able to provide extra sticker
validation.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1

Open the box carefully. If the package or its contents are damaged,
please use Keepup webapp to inform us about the status of the order
received. Keepup is the new webapp created in 2022 by Oiko.
An effective and useful tool, available to all customers to monitor
step-by-step the entire life cycle of your anti-slip sticker approved by
FIBA.

2

Read carefully the intructions.

3

Apply the sticker in the correct position. To install correctly Noslip
sticker you need a meter, a cutter, a squeege and paper tape.
If included in your order, you can ﬁnd these tools in the sticker
application kit.

paper tape across the top edge of the sticker pulling out the
4 Apply
ends to keep it in place.

5

Use a squeegee to prevent from getting bubbles or wrinkles in your
sticker.

6

Lift the sticker's corner while holding ﬁrm the back plastic sheet.

7

If your sticker consists of several parts, we recommend that you apply
the center piece ﬁrst.

8

Lastly, lay out the two side pieces making sure to respect the exact
shape of the logo. In some cases, an overlap of 1 cm is recommended.
Use Keepup to inform us about the correct installation to obtain your
sticker validation.
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